
Sponsor Nominations must 
be submitted by an 
AASHTO member 
DOT willing to 
help promote the 
innovation

1. Sponsoring DOT (State):
2. Name and Title:

Organization: 
Street Address:
City: State: Zip Code:
E-mail: Phone: Fax: 

3. Is the sponsoring State DOT willing to promote this innovation to other states by participating on a
Lead States Team supported by the AASHTO Innovation Initiative? Yes or No:

Innovation 
Description 
(10 points)

The term 
“innovation” may 
include processes, 
products, techniques, 
procedures, and 
practices.

4. Name of the innovation:

5. Please describe the innovation.  Describe how this innovation transforms your existing
“state of play.”

6. If appropriate, please attach photographs, diagrams, or other images illustrating the appearance
or functionality of the innovation (if electronic, please provide a separate file).  Please list your
attachments here.

7. Briefly describe the history of its development.

State of 
Development

 (40 points)

Innovations must 
be successfully 
deployed in at least 
one State DOT. The 
AII selection process 
will favor innovations 
that have advanced 
beyond the research 
stage, at least to 
the pilot deployment 
stage, and preferably 
into routine use.

8. How ready is this innovation for implementation in an operational environment? Please check of the
following options. Please describe

☐ Prototype is fully functional and yet to be piloted
☐ Prototype demonstrated successfully in a pilot environment
☐ Technology has been deployed multiple times in an operational environment
☐ Technology is ready for full-scale adoption

9. What additional development is necessary to enable routine deployment of the innovation? What
resources—such as technical specifications, training materials, and user guides—are already
available to assist with the deployment effort?

10. Has any other organization used this innovation? Yes or No:
If so, please list organization names and contacts. Please identify the source of this information.

Organization Name Phone E-mail
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Potential 
Payoff

(30 points)

Payoff is defined as 
the combination of 
broad applicability 
and significant 
benefit or advantage 
over other current 
practice (baseline).

11. How does the innovation meet customer or stakeholder needs in your State DOT or other 
organizations that have used it?

12. What type and scale of benefits have your DOT realized from using this innovation? Include cost 
savings, safety improvements, transportation efficiency or effectiveness, environmental benefits, or 
any other advantages over other existing baseline practice. Please identify the following benefit types:

Check boxes 
that apply Benefit Types

Select a rating from 
the drop down menu

☐ Cost Savings

☐ Shortened Project/Service Delivery Schedule 

☐ Improved Customer Service

☐ Improved Quality

☐ Environmental Benefits

☐ Organizational Efficiency

☐ Improved Safety

☐ Improved Operational Performance

☐ Improved Asset Performance

☐ Others (please describe)

Provide an additional description, if necessary:

13. Please describe the potential extent of implementation in terms of geography, organization type 
(including other branches of government and private industry) and size, or other relevant factors. How 
broadly might the technology be deployed?

Market 
Readiness 
(20 points)

The AII selection 
process will favor 
innovations that can 
be adopted with a 
reasonable amount 
of effort and cost, 
commensurate with 
the payoff potential.

14. What specific actions would another organization need to take along each of the following dimensions 
to adopt this innovation? 

Check boxes 
that apply  Dimensions Please describe:

☐
Gaining executive leadership 
support

☐
Measuring performance (e.g. 
benefits documentation)

☐
Improving technology 
understanding 

☐ Overcoming financial constraints

☐
Addressing legal issues (if 
applicable) (e.g., liability and 
intellectual property) 

☐ Acquiring in-house expertise

☐
Resolving conflicts with existing 
regulations and standards

☐ Other challenges
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15. What is the estimated cost, effort, and length of time required to deploy the innovation in another
organization?

Please describe:
Cost
Level of Effort
Time

16. To what extent should the implementation of this innovation require the involvement of third parties,
including vendors, contractors, and consultants? If so, please describe. List the type of expertise
required for implementation.
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	Zip Code: 70808
	Please describeGaining executive leadership support: 
	Please describeMeasuring performance eg benefits documentation: 
	Please describeImproving technology understanding: 
	Please describeOvercoming financial constraints: 
	Please describeAddressing legal issues if applicable eg liability and intellectual property: 
	Please describeAcquiring inhouse expertise: 
	Please describeResolving conflicts with existing regulations and standards: 
	Please describeOther challenges: 
	City:  Baton Rouge
	State: LA
	Email: maryleah.coco@la.gov
	Phone: (225) 767-9167
	Fax: 
	OrganizationRow1: 
	NameRow1: 
	PhoneRow1: 
	EmailRow1: 
	OrganizationRow2: 
	NameRow2: 
	PhoneRow2: 
	EmailRow2: 
	OrganizationRow3: 
	NameRow3: 
	PhoneRow3: 
	EmailRow3: 
	OrganizationRow4: 
	NameRow4: 
	PhoneRow4: 
	EmailRow4: 
	Sponsoring DOT: Louisiana
	Name and Title: Mary Leah Coco, Associate Director, Training and Technology Transfer
	Organization: LADOTD
	9 Has any other organization used this innovation Yes or No: HeadLight is supported by an in App training program, Academy, that provides comprehensive learning tools and tutorials. The company also offers in field customer support for deployment and training. HeadLight is supported by an in App training program, Academy, that provides comprehensive learning tools and tutorials. The company also offers in field customer support for deployment and training. HeadLight is supported by an in App training program, Academy, that provides comprehensive learning tools and tutorials. The company also offers in field customer support for deployment and training. HeadLight is supported by an in App training program, Academy, that provides comprehensive learning tools and tutorials. The company also offers in field customer support for deployment and training. 
	Cost Savings: 
	0: Yes

	Choose an item: 
	0: [2-Low to Moderate]
	1: [3-Moderate ]
	2: [5-High]
	3: [3-Moderate ]
	4: [2-Low to Moderate]
	5: [5-High]
	6: [5-High]
	7: [4-Moderate to High]
	8: [Choose an Item]
	9: [Choose an Item]

	Gaining: 
	0: Yes

	Measuing: Yes
	Improving: Yes
	Overcoming: Yes
	Addressing: Off
	Acquiring: Off
	Resolving: Off
	Prototype: 
	0: Off
	1: Off
	2: Off
	3: Yes

	Shortened Schedule: Yes
	Improved Customer Service: Yes
	Improved Quality: Yes
	Environmental Benefits: Yes
	Organiztional Efficiency: Yes
	Improved Safety: Yes
	Improved Operational Performance: Yes
	Improved Asset Performance: Off
	Other: Off
	Cost: 
	0: There are several different pricing models for HeadLight depending on the scale of deployment. For small to mid-size deployments pricing is typically per user, with varying module add-ons with desired functionality. For mid-size to larger deployments a Project Enterprise model and a Company Enterprise model whereby pricing is fixed annually based on construction budget, users, and module add-ons, and provides for unlimited usage on either specific project(s) (Project Enterprise) or across all projects for an organization (Company Enterprise). There are several different pricing models for HeadLight depending on the scale of deployment. For small to mid-size deployments pricing is typically per user, with varying module add-ons with desired functionality. For mid-size to larger deployments both a Project Enterprise model and a Company Enterprise model are offered whereby pricing is fixed annually based on construction budget, users, and module add-ons, and provides for unlimited usage on either specific project(s) (Project Enterprise) or across all projects for an organization (Company Enterprise). There are several different pricing models for HeadLight depending on the scale of deployment. For small to mid-size deployments pricing is typically per user, with varying module add-ons with desired functionality.For mid-size to larger deployments we offer both a Project Enterprise model and a Company Enterprise model whereby pricing is fixed annually based on construction budget, users, and module add-ons, and provides for unlimited usage on either specific project(s) (Project Enterprise) or across all projects for an organization (Company Enterprise). 

	Level of Effort: Medium
	Time: 6 months
	Street Adress: 4100 Gourrier Avenue
	11: 
	 How does the innovation meet customer or stakeholder needs in your State DOT or other organizations that have used it?: HeadLight facilitates the recording of observations collected in the field, verification of work items and documentation of daily work reports. The technology has a data first approach that provides the flexibility required to share information in multiple formats and enables the sharing of photo-driven reports in real-time so all stakeholders can see exactly what’s happening with a project in just a few clicks. Acting as one central hub for teams, every member of the project can access and make updates in the office or on the job site. Construction managers can generate detailed reports to track progress, finances and quality and it enables a better way to capture observations with a documented ability to defend against claims and quality related issues.HeadLight provides for capabilities to import master lists and create relationships between individual items in order to make data entry straightforward for field users. We have a philosophy of tap vs. type, which means that users are selecting information from predefined lists rather than free entry forms which can cause data discrepancies. For example, one can import contractors, bid items, multiple line items per bid items, cost, and unit data, and all of these relationships are synchronized and available for all users in the system. This allows for quantity entries to easily confirm to the pay item list by automatically relating the associated contractor, bid items, units, etc. to the item selected for the user. HeadLight can support any number of report formats and form inputs to align with existing business processes.

	12: 
	 Provide an additional description, if necessary: 

	13: 
	 Please describe the potential of implementation in terms of geography, organization type: Success at a project level has suggested that LADOTD can benefit from a state wide deployment of the innovation. 

	8 How ready is this innovation for implementation in an operational environment?: HeadLight has been used on over $10B worth of infrastructure construction projects. 
	4: 
	 Name of the innovation:: HeadLight - Photo-driven inspection and verification technology

	5: 
	 Please descibe the innovatoin: HeadLight is modern inspection and verification technology that is designed to replace a field personnel’s notebook with rich media, geolocated digital source records vs. traditional paper-based information. The technology allows project teams to remain connected and communicate effectively from the field to the project office as well as to headquarters. It allows our teams to track project progress, capture work items and generate pay notes with associated supporting observations and calculations. 

	6: 
	 List attachements illustrating innovation described: www.HeadLightIQ.com

	7: 
	 Briefly describe the history of its development: Through a pooled fund study, the SPTC – State Pavement Technology Consortium- from TxDOT, WSDOT, MnDOT chose Pavia Systems to help them determine how to best apply technology to streamline processes, an initiative today known as e-Construction. The study concluded that the impacts of mobile technology on project inspection and verification proved to provide significant ROI in efficiencies gained, claims abatement and time savings. Pavia Systems designed, built and tested a mobile project inspection solution focused on a DOT’s construction program, addressing the specific business needs outlined by area office personnel and management. The benefits were measured and validated supporting a compelling business case for it’s use and the result is a purpose built tool which is now refered to as HeadLight. The HeadLight platform has now been used on more than $10 billion worth of transportation construction projects nationwide and is designed exclusively for road-owning government agencies that wish to gain easier, more effective, and less costly ways for their teams to perform project inspections in the field. HeadLight is user-friendly and scalable to large or small groups and accessible through fully functional mobile and web apps that help deliver more efficient and effective projects.

	16: 
	 List types of expertise required for implementation: Implementation is fully supported by HeadLight's Customer Experience team and includes in field support and classroom training. 
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	Question 3 Choice: [Yes]


